The right compound in the right assay at the right time: an integrated discovery DMPK strategy.
The high rate of attrition during drug development and its associated high research and development (R&D) cost have put pressure on pharmaceutical companies to ensure that candidate drugs going to clinical testing have the appropriate quality such that the biological hypothesis could be evaluated. To help achieve this ambition, drug metabolism and pharmacokinetic (DMPK) science and increasing investment have been deployed earlier in the R&D process. To gain maximum return on investment, it is essential that DMPK concepts are both appropriately integrated into the compound design process and that compound selection is focused on accurate prediction of likely outcomes in patients. This article describes key principles that underpin the contribution of DMPK science for small-molecule research based on 15 years of discovery support in a major pharmaceutical company. It does not aim to describe the breadth and depth of DMPK science, but more the practical application for decision making in real-world situations.